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A WORK SESSION of the Sunrise Water Authority Board of Commissioners will be held on
Wednesday, March 13, 2019 at 6:00 p.m. at Sunrise Water Authority, 10602 SE 129th Avenue, Happy
Valley, Oregon, 97086.

AGENDA
1. CALL MEETING TO ORDER
2. FLAG SALUTE
3. REVIEW OF STRATEGIC PLAN
A. FUTURE SOURCE OF SUPPLY

B. 20-YEAR CAPITAL PLAN
C. ASSET MANAGEMENT & RESILIENCY PLANNING
D. TECHNOLOGY TRENDS
E. FINANCIAL PLAN & RATES

POSTED PER REQUIREMENTS, FRIDAY, MARCH 8, 2019.
The meeting site is accessible to persons with disabilities. Requests for an interpreter for the hearing impaired should
be directed to Cindy Wolff at 503-761-0220 or cwolff@sunrisewater.com
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A work session of the Sunrise Water Authority Board of Commissioners was held on Wednesday,
March 13, 2019 at 6:00 p.m. at Sunrise Water Authority, 10602 SE 129th Avenue, Happy Valley,
Oregon 97086.
Board Present: Ernie Platt, Chair; Chris Hawes, Vice Chair, Eric Hofeld, Secretary; Kevin Bailey;
Gary Barth; Wayne Barstow; Andy Coate.
Board Absent: none
Staff Present: Wade Hathhorn, General Manager; Denise Bergstrom, Finance Director; Cindy
Wolff, Administrative Assistant
Visitors Present: none
1. Call Meeting to Order
Platt called the meeting to order at 6:00 p.m.
2. Flag Salute
Platt announced that Coate would be here but was stuck in traffic. He reminded everyone that this
is a public meeting.
Hathhorn explained that the purpose of the work session is to get everyone up to speed and talk a
bit about the future. Coate entered at 6:04p.m. Hathhorn gave a history of how Sunrise Water
Authority came to be, including the merger of Damascus and Mt Scott Water Districts; its authority
status; the water supply agreements over time; non-potable water; the development of Damascus;
and the restatement of the NCCWC IGA. Hathhorn explained the water rights, peak demand and
MGD used by each NCCWC agency. He provided a background on the CRWSC.
3. Review of Strategic Plan
a. Future Source of Supply
Bergstrom distributed “NCCWC Related Water Systems” diagram. Hathhorn distributed “Existing
Water Systems” schematic and “Current Supply-Demand” and “Future Supply-Demand” diagrams.
He described the intricacies of the system and pumping water, referencing the “Existing Water
Systems” schematic. He then referred to the Supply-Demand diagrams and described the various
inter-ties and future needs of each agency.
Hathhorn distributed the “Build-Out with Rockcreek Pump Station” diagram. He pointed out all of
the infrastructure that was labeled by elevation. He explained the infrastructure needs to serve the
build-out between Sunnyside/172nd to the county line. He explained the issues with serving water to
the elevations in which Happy Valley would like to build.
Hathhorn explained the upgrades that would be required on transmission lines to serve future
demands. Barstow asked why another plant couldn’t be built. Hathhorn referred back to water
rights, explaining that the state wouldn’t allow for another intake on the river. There was discussion
about how to obtain the upgraded transmission lines. Barstow asked about the use of wells.
Hathhorn explained that we have wells through Damascus, but groundwater is depleting. Coate
asked how much time we have to build this infrastructure. Hathhorn said the need isn’t measured in
time, it’s by connections and we’re about 7,000 connections from that.
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Hathhorn explained that peak winter demand is about 3.5 MGD but summer is 12 MGD due to
summer watering. He explained that if it weren’t for summer watering we would have adequate
water supply. Hawes commented that even if you continued to wash your car more often in the
summer and fill a pool, you still won’t get to the demand we’re talking about with watering lawns.
Hathhorn distributed maps of current and future pressure zones. Hathhorn explained that the long
term plan for Damascus is to build Reservoir 12 and knock Sunnyside Reservoir down, and anything
above it would go to an expanded and rebuilt Sunridge Reservoir.
B. 20-Year Capital Plan
Hathhorn distributed a summary spreadsheet of the 20-Year Capital Improvement Plan, and
explained that we’re starting to prepare for Reservoir 12 and a pump station. Hawes asked if the
capital plan is in today’s dollars. Hathhorn said yes. Barth asked about financing. Hathhorn said it
will be cash financing. Barstow asked if there’s a plan to increase rates and SDCs. Hathhorn said
yes, and he’d be discussing that next.
E. Financial Plan & Rates
Hathhorn distributed the rates and 20-Year Projection of Cash Reserves. Hathhorn explained that
the difference between the two graphs is that one was with no rate increases and the other shows a
$.10/CCF increase each year. He noted the minor increase noted on the latter graph puts us in a
much better position to get through the 20-year capital plan without taking out any bonds.
Hathhorn noted that in four years the current debt service will be paid off, which will also help with
the outcome. There was a discussion among the Board about financing versus rate increases. Platt
asked what Hathhorn’s recommendation was for how to re-evaluate the needs. Hathhorn
summarized that ultimately the Board needs to decide. Hofeld brought up the prioritizing of
replacing class 50 DI pipe, stating that he’d like to see the replacements broken out by year.
Hathhorn said it isn’t by year, it really depends on the ERUs – the increase in connections is what
drives the need for system improvements.
Following a question from Hawes, there was a short discussion about ASR wells. Hathhorn
explained that Sunrise has a license to do up to 600 million gallons in a total of five wells. He
described the unpredictability of the ASR wells compared to a storage reservoir.
Hathhorn distributed “Alternate Water Supply Study.”
C. Asset Management & Resiliency Planning
D. Technology Trends
Hathhorn distributed an article on technology for the Board’s information.
Platt adjourned the meeting at 8:51 p.m.
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CINDY WALLIS-LAGE

,

2014: Strategic directions
for US water and
wastewater utilities
SMART WATER-GRID
TECHNOLOGIES COMBINED
WITH ASSET MANAGEMENT
BEST PRACTICES CAN
INCREASE CUSTOMER
ENGAGEMENl REDUCE
OPERATIONAL COSTS, AND
HELP JUSTIFY CAPITAL
INVESTMENT NEEDS.

F

or the third consecutive year, aging infrastructure, managing cost
(operational and capital) and availability of funding were ranked
by water and wastewater utility leaders as the top industry issues.
These finding illu strated in Figure 1 from Black & Veatch ' 2014
Strategic Directi ons: US Water lndu try Report (Black & Veatch,
2014) indicate that the water industry has not made significant progres in
addressing these challenges.
This annual report summarizes responses from an industry-wide sui-vey and
provide analysi of survey .resul.ts. For thi 2014 report, a total of 235 qualified water industry participants provided responses between Oct.16 and Nov.
8, 2013. Statistical significance resting was conducted, and represented data
have a 95% confidence level. The report is available i.n its entirety at www.
bv.corn/reports/water.
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FIGURE 1
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Source: Black & Veatch, 2014
Participants were asked to rate t he Importance of each issue on a scale of 1 {" very
unimportant" ) to 5 (" very important").

FIGURE 2

Top fi ve sustain abi lity issues
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Source: Black & Veatch , 2014
Participants were asked to select the three most significant sustainability issues for their
utility.

At the macro level solutions to
widespread water industry challenges seem simple: Invest more in
infrastructure, save more water, and
keep customer happy. However
the report shows that clear-cut

34

fish, people, and agriculture for
scarce water resource .
ew to this year's top industryissues ranking was the option "J usti fying capital improvement programs/
rate requirements," which survey
respondents indicated as one of rhe
top five industry issues. Water and
wastewater util ities' ability to overcome thi challenge cou ld be the key
to addressing o ther perennia l issue .
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solutions can be difficu It to ascerrai n when it comes to individual
communi t ies making difficult
choice between raising customer
rates and meeting operating bud gets or to states deciding among
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The water-financing gap remains an
ongoing struggle for utiJities. Mucb of
this struggle is related to a utility's
ability ro justify capital improvement
and rate increases. Water utility leaders listed customer rates as one of
their major sustainabilfry issues (Figure 2). Furthermore approxima tel y
66 % of water and wastewater utilities
in the United States do nor have a
ra re/revenue strucmre that covers all
of the components necessary for a
financia lly sound busine s operation
(or don't know) . The gray bar in Figure 3 lists all areas that should be covered in order co have financially sustainable uti lity operations, including
all operation and maintenance, debt
service, renewal and rehabilitation
and capitaJ improvement , plu suHicient funding of reserves.
During the pa t five years, water
utility revenues have been cha llenged by slow residential g.rowth
and various water conservation
measures. Nearly ha lf of a ll uti lities
stated that their revenues have been
neg a ti ve l y affected by voluntary
conservation measures adopted by
customers (Figure 4 ). Ach ieving a
sustainable water supply and financially sound opera t ions requires a
revenue structure that encourages
con ervation without negative
financial impacts to the uti lity.
The best way for uti lities to justify
capital investments and necessary
customer rate structures is to provide information on what i needed,
why it i needed, and the risks associated with not investing. Adopti ng
a best-practice a set management
framework could provide utiUty

leaders with the cools, in formation,
and processes needed to stretch budgets, prioritize capi tal projects, and
ju tify necessary in vestments. Possib le asset management framework
include PAS 55 (the Pu blicly Available Specification publi hed by the
British Standards Institute) and tbe
new ISO 55000 serie , an international standard from the Organization for Standardiza ti o n.

KEYS TO SUSTAINABLE WATER
RESOURCES
Sustained drought across m uch of
th e western United States ha
bro ught issues around water scarcity
and water sup ply into sharp focus.
At the same time, federa l and sta te
regu la tion s regard in g the levels of
nutrients in water indicate the need
tO protect large water bodies . ow,
perhaps more tha n ever, utility lead ers m ust champion efforts to educate
their stakeholders o n the value of
water and the costs a sociated with
reliable water services.
Environmental awareness. Awareness of specific env ironmenta l programs an d needs bas been successful
in changing consumer behaviors. The
Reduce, R euse, R ecycle mantra of
basic environmental programs h a
helped comrnunitie establish recycling programs urban gardening
projects, and other success stories.
The water utility industry should
customjze this ma ntra to be Reduce,
Reuse, Recover (Figure 5) to ed uca te
consumers on the needs of wa ter systems and watersheds.
• Reducing use i a proven way ro
a l o red uce operational expen es.
Energy conservation among consumers rook hold by providing an economic reward for doing so in the form
of lower utility bi lls. Innovative rare
structures are one way co encourage
conserva tion in a manner that does
not negatively affect utility finance .
• Reusing water is absolutely necessary in regio ns where popu lation
growth and customer demand strain
available upply. Currently app.roximately one third of all utilities have
some form of water reuse as part of

FIGURE 3

Coverage levels from current utility revenues
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Source: Black & Veatch , 2014
Respondents were asked to select the option that best describes the coverage level
achieved under their current revenue/rate structure.

FIGURE 4

Top five items negatively affecting revenues, 2008-2013
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Source: Black & Veatch , 2014
Respondents were asked to select the top items they attribute to negative effects on their
organization 's revenue stream during the previous five years.

a water portfolio (Figure 6). In the
soutbwest and southeast regions of
the United States, comm unity and
state leaders are considering comprehen ive water reuse programs to
wean industria 1 users off of freshwa -

WALLIS -LAGE

ter supplies and to recharge existing
reservoirs and aquifers.
• Recovering resources is essential for long-term utility a nd overa ll
environmen tal sustainability. There
is no such thing as wastewater. Used
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FIGURE 5

FIGURE 6

Keys to sustaina ble
water resources
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Source: Black & Veatch , 2014
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A visual reminder for water users to
reinforce the importance of water
conservation and sustainability.
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Source: Black & Veatch, 2014
Participants were asked to Identify all water supply sources available/used by their
organ ization. Responses from participants who identified themselves as represen ting
wastewater-only utilities were not included In the analysis of this question.

water is fu ll of va luable resources
that sbould be recovered.
ot
recovering the wa ter upply, nutrients, and/or the energy potential of
this resource is the "waste " element.
Proven technologies and processes
for treating reclaimed water can be
used co recover va luab le energy
resources. Methane gas prod uced
from the biosolids digestio n process

recovery of energy. Many are now
energy self-sufficient, and others have
the capability of being net producers
of renewable energy, providing additiona l revenue opporrunitie by selling power to the local electric grid.
utrient recovery i another area
of opportunity for utilities. Ongoing work by the Metropol itan
Water Reclamation District of

Adopting a best-pr actice asset managem ent
framework could provide utility leaders with
the tools, information , and processes needed
t o stretch budgets, prioritize capita l projects ,
and justify necessar y investm ents .

can be h arnessed to create on-site
power. In add.ition, sewage sludge can
be used a a viable biomas for onsite power generation. ln the United
Kingdom and Australia several large
facilities have benefited from the
36
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Greater Chicago for a new nutri ent-recovery system demon traces
the potential benefits of resource
.recovery. The new faci lity will
recover phosphorus &om reclaimed
water in a manner that allows tbe
I
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phosp horus to be old as a fertilizer
for agricul t ural purposes.
Economies of size are a factor in
any resource-recovery program.
Utility and community leader who
must upgrade, expand or bui ld
new facilities in order to meet regulatory requirements or new capacity needs are looking at options for
partnering with ocher communities
to meet a common need to reduce
costs and provide tangible environ mental benefits.

CREATI NG AN INTELLIGENT
WATER UTILITY
The report projects that rhe technologies common ly referred to as the
smart water grid (e.g., smart meters,
distribution sensors) will become an
integral part of water utilities' enterprise operation . Water uti lities can
achieve results simil ar to t ho e of
their electric-utility peers who have
achieved increa ed system reliabi lity,
improved operating efficiency, and
enhanced custom.er service as a resu lt
of their advanced metering infrastructure programs.

Today, water utility leaders are
strong believers in rbe immediate
benefits of advanced metering systems. Nearly 75% of all respondents
cited direct meter-reading cost reductions as a primary driver for considering automatic meter reading or
advanced metering infrastructure
programs, commonly referred ro a
ma rt metering. early half cited
leak detection which can reduce
expense associated with nonreveoue
water (Tab le 1).
Information-based decision-making will become the norm for smart
water utilities as they move roward
a smart imegrated-infrastructure
paradigm. Just as the electric indu stry cominues to capitalize on its
init ia l investments in advanced
metering in fras tructure by moving
forward with projects such as
advanced distribution automation,
water utilities can al o con t inue
moving toward greate r levels of
auromation . Furthermore wa ter
ut ilities can benefi t from cloudbased ervi.ces that have al tered the
economics of advanced autom ati o n
programs .

CUSTOM ER ENGAGEMENT
AND CONSERVATION
Advanced technology programs
can be enablers o f greater customer
awareness regarding the value and
cost of water services. More accmate
billing, the option for on-site leak
detection, automa ted alerts, and
other features all provide for more
engaged customers . Customers who
have acces to information regarding
their water u e are empowered to
change water use behaviors, simi lar
to demand-side management developments and new consumer cools
affecting the electric industry. Cu rrently less than h alf of US water
utilities are considering customer
features such as web-based portals
and leak detection (Figure 7).
Conservation is an important and
va luab le endeavor for all utilities,
including those in seemingly waterrich regions . The least expensive
drop of water is the drop of water

FIGURE 7
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Source: Black & Veatch , 2014
Less than half of all participant organizations are considering customer features t hat can
support conservation.

FIGURE 8 Use/awareness of asset management frameworks
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Source: Black & Veatch, 2014
ISo-tnternational Organization for Standardization, PAS-Publicly Availab le
Specification, USEPA- US Environmental Protection Agency, WERF•SIMPLE- Water
Environment Research Foundation-Sustainable Infrastructure Management Program
Learning Environment
Respondents were asked if their utility is using, considering, or aware of the listed asset
management frameworks.
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TABLE 1

Primary drivers for considering AMR or AMI
By Population Served-%

Respondent s

Small
( < 100K)

Direct meter-reading cost reductions

73.5

84.1

75.5

60.0

Leak detection

48.4

58.0

46.2

44.0

Primary Drivers for Considering AMI or AMR

Medium
(1 00K-1 M)

Large
( > 1M )

Infrastructure/asset management

36.9

27.5

4 1. 3

37.3

Water resource management

36.2

39.1

34.3

37.3

Cash flow improvement via more frequent bil ling, bill ing ti meliness

34.5

44.9

28.7

36.0

Th eft detection

23.7

27.5

22.4

22.7

Distribution automation

19.2

15.9

16.7

28.0

Advanced rate designs such as prepayment or time-of-use rates

16.4

18.8

16.8

13.3

5.6

5.8

5.6

5.3

Improve response to USEPA and othe r government mandates
So urce: 131ac k & Veatch, 2014

AMI-adva nced meteri ng infr.i structure, AMR-auto ma tic meter readi ng, K-thousand, M-million, USF.PA-US Enviro nme n tal Protection Age ncy
Boldface percenwgcs are statistically higher than all respond ents at the 95% confid ence level.
Itali cized percen tages are statistica lly lower th an al l res pond ents at the 95% confide nce level.

not used. When consumers use less
water, utilities pump less through
the system, process less water, and
generally spend less within the overall operations and maintenance of
the system. At the same time, customer understanding of the true
va lue of water and the costs associ -

tions, information can help enforce
wa ter rationing and monit0r usage,
as well as quickly identify resourcewasting leaks.
To achieve the desired future state
of highly automated and efficient
opera tions, such as a one-person
water plant operation, utiJi ry leaders

Less t han half of US water ut ilit ies are
consider ing customer feat ures , such as
web-based portals and leak detecti on .

should incorporate technology master plans into their overall asset
management plan. Evolving from a
highly manual process organization
to a fully automated uti lity will take
time, change management, and a
thorough evaluation of current practices and future needs.
In an era in which utilities are constantly looking to do more wi th less,
investing in automation technologies
and greater intel ligence will help
water leaders meet their efficiency
goals, become more resilient, and

ated with providing even that firs t
drop is critica l to gaining accep tance to ra te-influencing capital
improvement programs .
Justifying capital investments and
subsequent rate impacts requires the
ability to derail why investment is
needed, and risks associated wi t b
noninvestment. Utilit ies can use
information to identify, detect, and
repair problems before they become
potentially catastrophic asset fail ures. In regions suffering from sustained and severe drought condi38
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provide greater levels of customer
service. Furthermore, utilities that
make innovative technologica l and
capital investment choices based on
proven asset management principles
have chosen the path of strategic and
purposefu l direction toward becoming smart water utiJities.

ASSET MANAGEMENT PROVIDES
HOLISTIC SOLUTIONS
Identifying actionable plans that
ba lance competing interests, such as
water allocation, rate affordability,
and necessary investment, requires
an all-encompassing approach. This
means adoption of best -practice
asset management programs.
Conditions in the US water
industry mirror those experienced
in o ther parts of the world where
asset management has become
business as usual. The need to repair and rehabilitate aging infrastructure, manage and communicate costs, integrate people into
asset decisions, and consider how
policies affect all aspects of orga nizations justifies the need for
broader adoption of asset management practices.
Frameworks such as the new ISO
55000 series provide proven stan dards and methods for utilities to

Association. Correspondence
should be addressed to Linda Lea
Black & Veatch, 11401 Lamar
Ave., Overland Park, KS 66211
USA; leala@bv.com.

One of the more surprising results from the
sur vey is the general lack of awar eness
of ava ilable asset management frameworks .

http:/klx.doi.org/105942/jawwa.2014.106.0148

REFERENCE
develop their cu tomized blueprint
for achieving de ired organizational
goals. For utility leader struggling
co justify expenses and ra te adj uscments risk-based planning provides
essential data. These data include
the information needed to educate
decision-makers on why investment
is needed and the potential risks
associated with continued deferred
maintenance programs.
Water ut ility leaders recognize
chat using asset management con cep ts can help address their most
press.ing challenges. O n the surface
asset management provide a riskbased inve cment approach tha t i
replicable, auditable, and that targets the bes t return on invesu11ent.
A deeper dive into asset management frameworks provides even
broader benefits. However, one of
the more surpri ing results from the
survey is the general lack of awareness of ava ilable asset management
frameworks . All of the four major
framework u ed within the United
States had an awareness level of le s
than 50% (Figure 8).
Asset management programs are
powerful management practices for
optimizing capital spending. Prioritization of need enables utilitie to
make investment decisions based on
actua l asset condition and can help
reduce overall capital spending
requirements . Beyond efficiencies
gained, however, lies the inherent
need co invest in large-scale repair
and replacement environmental
compl iance, and water resource
programs.
Adoption, implementa tion, and
strict adherence to best-practice
as et management frameworks can
help guide a uti lity through the

Bl ack & Veatch, 2014. 2014 Strategic
Directions: US Water Industry Re port.
Black & Veatch, Overland Park, Kan.
www.bv.com/reports/water (accessed
Aug. 10, 201 41.

imp lementation of a smart water
grid and capital programs to meet
or maintain regulatory compliance,
and can enhance its ability to
addres aging infrastructure challenges. There is no sub titute for
good a et managemen t pract ices
because utilities must leverage every
opportunity for efficiency justify
every dollar spent, and conserve a
much water as possible.
There are many opportunities to
deploy innovative tech nology solutions co address indu try water infrastructure need . However innova tion for the sake of innovation is not
acceptable to utilities or their ratepayer . Utilities need solutions that
make sense to their triple bottom
line. However, util ities that make
innovative technological and capital
investment choices based on proven
asset management principles have
chosen the path of strategic and purposefu l direction coward becoming a
smart water utility.
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Disclaimer

The contents of this report are a summary of an internal study conducted by the members of
the Clackamas River Water Providers. Its findings or opinions are not necessarily those of any
particular member agency. Moreover, the accuracy of the numbers shown are subject to
uncertainty and were generated in a basic planning level environment.

The report also contains copyrighted material from various sources and is marked accordingly.
Its reuse or reproduction is not authorized by this report and should not be used in any form of
economic gain or unauthorized use by law without the express approval of the noted owner.
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Background
The Clackamas River Water Providers is an intergovernmental agency tasked with coordinating
key strategic elements of domestic water supply for the cities of Lake Oswego, Tigard, and
Estacada, as well as those of the North Clackamas County Water Commission, Sunrise Water
Authority, Clackamas River Water and the South Fork Water Board. The combined
representation serves potable water to more than 400,000 persons, all of whom share common
interest in source water provided by withdrawals from
the Clackamas River.
Figure 1: Clackamas River Watershed

The Clackamas River, in turn, is the centerpiece of a
hydrologic watershed that extends from its lower
confluence with the Willamette River to upper areas
extending far into the Mt. Hood National Forest. The
watershed covers more than 1,000 square miles,
supporting a variety of land uses including forest,
agriculture, commercial and industrial, residential,
wetlands, and wildlife habitat (Figure 1). By its very
nature, the watershed is subject to both natural and
man-made impacts. And as a major source of
drinking water, it is potentially vulnerable to
disruption by a significant contamination event.
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The question is what alternative sources of water are potentially available in the event of an
emergency loss of the Clackamas River as a source and what infrastructure investment would
be needed to make a significant alternative source of water available to a large portion of the
population now served by the Clackamas River?
Planning Basics
In the event of an outright loss of access to the Clackamas River, it is assumed that an
alternative source large enough to meet “sustenance flows” or essential demand would be
needed to serve basic consumptive, sanitation and fire protection needs for residents,
hospitals, and key commercial operations. And though no formal study of such a demand was
conducted, it was assumed from recent winter-time (low flow) records that a production of 1520 million gallons per day or more would be required to serve such an emergency. And
though collectively the agencies within the CRWP have access to both surface and ground
water sources, the ground water rights (i.e. wells) would provide less than one-third of the
needed supply. Hence, this study focuses on examining potential alternative surface water
sources in meeting the targeted demand.
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Regionally, there are only two other major sources of water: Bull Run and the Willamette River,
and to lesser extents local groundwater (often limited by existing use). As noted here, the Bull
Run actually refers to the City of Portland and includes supplement source options from the
City’s Columbia South Shore well field. Major alternative source supplies could be made
through expanded key interconnections (also known as interties) between the City of Portland’s
distribution network and similar piping networks owned and operated by member agencies of
the CRWP. The main features of possibly expanding interties with the City of Portland is there
is an abundance of available capacity and possible service by existing pressures (i.e. gravity) –
free of pumping.
The other potential significant source of nearby water is that of the Willamette River. And
though member agencies of the CRWP own limited rights to this source, an application for
expanded emergency water could be made to the state for a withdrawal location upstream of
the confluence with the Clackamas River. More importantly, that water would have to be
brought to one or more of the existing treatment plants before public distribution. Creating a
separate treatment plant for the sole purpose of emergency use is simply too costly and
infeasible. Nevertheless, all the major Clackamas water providers have intakes near one
another and could be served by an emergency raw water pipeline from the Willamette River.
Using these principles as the basis of planning, more detailed investigations are made of the
basic options for developing alternate supplies of water to the region.
Existing Key Infrastructure
Before delving into the main source alternatives, it is important to note that several of
members of the CRWP have important interconnections among themselves and/or with other
sources of water. For example, the City of Tigard and Clackamas River Water already have
existing interties with the City of Portland. Tigard, of course, use to receive most of its water
from Portland through an existing interconnection that served about 6 mgd. Tigard, however,
has joined the City of Lake Oswego in a joint partnership to develop its primary future supply
from the Clackamas River. Notwithstanding, Tigard is looking to preserve its former connection
with Portland in case of emergencies and has also established a newer connection with the City
of Beaverton through which it can receive up to 4 mgd from the Joint Water Commission.
Water through these connections would have first pass into the City of Lake Oswego’s Waluga
Reservoir for delivery elsewhere or be used in exchange for available supply from the new the
Lake Oswego-Tigard treatment plant. There is also a priority agreement to serve as much as 4
mgd to West Linn in such an emergency. And as will be discussed later, the old raw water
pipeline that originally served Lake Oswego from its intake along the Clackamas River could be
used as a possible emergency intertie that allows remaining water (as available) from Lake
Oswego/Tigard to be delivered to various other members of the CRWP. Finally, it should also
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be noted that Tigard maintains lesser (minor) connections with the Lake Grove Water District
and City of Tualatin and has also asked to reserve the possibility of a future connection of up to
5 mgd through the Willamette (River) Water Supply project.
There are a couple of other notable connections – the first again being with Portland through
Clackamas River Water (CRW), which has an existing intertie that delivers about 4 mgd. This
intertie is comprised of an 18-inch pipeline that extends from a connection with Portland near
SE 99th Avenue and SE Foster Road to CRW’s Otty Road reservoir. CRW also has a 36-inch
transmission main running south from that location to their main Mather Road reservoir, which
in turn has potential connections to Sunrise and North Clackamas County Water Commission
(through Oak Lodge’s Valley View reservoir). This 36-inch transmission main is not fully
complete (missing a short crossing of Mt. Scott Creek) but could be very important in any plans
to upsize the interconnection with Portland.
Finally, South Fork, NCCWC, and CRW share ownership in a 24-inch pipeline (and pump station)
that bi-directionally connects the South Fork and NCCWC treatment plants (and indirectly
connects CRW) with up to 10 mgd. And though this connection is not linked to an alternative
source outside the Clackamas River, it does provide for an important means for moving water
among the noted agencies.
That all being said, the focus of this investigation is an examination of source alternatives
outside the Clackamas River, making use of existing infrastructure wherever possible. The two
main targets include source options from the City of Portland (Bull Run) and the Willamette
River, as well as other feasible options for enhancing source water sharing among the CRWP
members.
Option 1 – Interties with the City of Portland (Bull Run)
The City investigated two basic intertie scenarios – the first being from their Conduit No. 3 near
the intersection of I-205 and SE Powell Blvd. to storage facilities owned by Clackamas River
Water (CRW) near SE Otty Rd. and SE 92nd Avenue. From there, with some infrastructure
improvements, the water could be delivered to facilities owned by both CRW and Sunrise at
their SE Mather Rd. facilities and then to points beyond within both the NCWWC and South
Fork systems. The most viable of these options is comprised of approximately 13,000 feet of
30-inch steel, mortar lined pipeline capable of delivery about 16.5 mgd (see Figure 2 following
page). The planning level cost estimate for this intertie is around $18 million –including $15
million dollars for improvements to build the connection from Conduit No. 3 to SE Otty Road
and another $2-3 million in improvements to bring the water to SE Mather Road.
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Figure 2 – Intertie Alternatives with the City of Portland (Bull Run)
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(Note: SE Powell Blvd. is alignment for Conduit No. 3)
The second basic intertie with the City of Portland would extend a pipeline connection from
their facilities at Powell Butte (or the nearby Conduit No. 3) to the connection point at SE Otty
Rd. The most promising of these interties is a 35,000 foot, 30-inch steel, mortar lined pipeline
running from Conduit No. 3 to the SE Otty Rd. connection. This intertie would serve about 18
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mgd at an estimated cost of about $33 million. This cost number includes the $2-3 million of
estimated improvements needed to move the water from the connection at SE Otty Rd. to the
desired service points at SE Mather Rd.
A third alignment of interest would build about 30,000 feet of 30-inch steel, mortar lined pipe
from the City’s new reservoirs at Powell Butte to an intermediate connection point between SE
Otty Rd. and SE Mather Rd along an existing 30-inch pipeline owned by CRW situated between
those connections. This connection would take an alternative route south down SE 172 nd
Avenue and west along SE Sunnyside Rd. and provide an estimated 22 mgd at a cost of about
$25-27 million.
It is important to note these alternatives generally provide a means for moving water directly
from Portland to terminus points at either CRW, Sunrise or the NCCWC. From the NCCWC,
water could also be moved to South Fork via a pump station along a 24-inch intertie known as
‘Pipeline B.’ But there would be limited or no access to Lake Oswego, without significant
pipeline and pumping improvement.
All these alternatives are all generally located within heavily urbanized corridors and the
associated cost estimates shown are subject to large uncertainties not necessarily reflected in
the simple planning level estimates given here. Those numbers reflect a general estimate of
the infrastructure planning costs between alternatives and are not intended as preliminary
estimates of actual construction for a particular alignment.
Option 2 – Develop New Source from Willamette River
The other major source of water outside the Clackamas Basin is that of the Willamette River.
The City of Wilsonville has the only existing local municipal water supply intake from the
Willamette that is shared with the Tualatin Valley Water District – the latter agency is currently
in the planning mode for a major treatment plant improvement at that location. The City of
Hillsboro has also been involved in the possible use of an intake and water right held by the City
of Adair Village. These intakes, however, are located too far south to serve as a viable
interconnecting point to the Clackamas providers. Hence, an option considering the Willamette
River would likely consider the construction of a new intake along the river just upstream of the
confluence with Clackamas River. This option would also require the state issuing a new water
right permit for that intake and the construction of a supporting pump station and pipeline that
would intertie with various intakes owned and operated by members of the CRWP.
Note, Clackamas River Water and the City of Lake Oswego have intakes on the north side of the
Clackamas River and the South Fork Water Board and North Clackamas County Water (NCCWC)
Commission have intakes on the south side of the river. Either a combination of the south side
intakes or north side intakes could serve as terminus points for an intertie with the Willamette
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River. Here, however, it is assumed the pipeline would remain on the south side of the river
and provide deliveries to either (or both) the South Fork or NCCWC plants.
This option would include a new intake along the Willamette River, a new (500-600 hp) raw
water pump station near that location, and a new 12,500 foot long, 30-inch (or 36-inch)
diameter raw water pipeline extending from the river diversion to a terminus at the South Fork
WTP intake. A preliminary construction cost estimate for the project includes $3-4 million for
the intake, another $3-4 million for the pump station, and $18-22 million for the pipeline –
bringing the total construction cost estimate to $24-30 million. Note, this option assumes that
the South Fork Water Board and/or the North Clackamas County Water Commission treatment
plant would remain in service. A summary of the general option layout is shown in Figure 3.
Figure 3 – Raw Water Pump Station and Pipeline From Willamette River
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This option would deliver only raw water to South Fork (or the NCCWC) which would have to be
treated then distributed to other purveyors through existing interties. This option also includes
not only a similar pipeline cost to some of the more expensive Portland options but also the
additional need for a new raw water intake and pump station – the latter also requiring
maintenance and operational costs. By comparison, there are less expensive and less
complicated intertie options with the City of Portland.
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In completing the discussion of this option, it should be noted that a similar pipeline and pump
station combination could be constructed from the Willamette River to any one of the existing
intakes along the Clackamas River. The option discussed here focuses on a possible delivery
point at the South Fork intake and is done so only as a representative sample. There are three
other intakes on the Clackamas River, including those owned and operated by Lake Oswego,
NCCWC, and CRW - any of which could serve as separate terminus or in conjunction with the
other intakes.
Option 3 – Preservation of Abandoned Pipeline from Lake Oswego
The other two options focused on potential sources of water outside the Clackamas Basin as
presumed by the initial planning criteria. Those options, however, require significant
infrastructure investment in order to convey water into the basin. Aside from the cost, such an
investment would in effect go unused except in the case of an emergency. This is typical of
redundant systems that serve no other purpose than to supplement operations during
emergency events – thus “stranding” that investment for all other times. Building such systems
is expensive and often not feasible without multiagency cooperation. Moreover, there is no
guarantee they will survive a catastrophic event such as a major earthquake. Hence, there is a
natural tradeoff between risk and costs that is normally addressed within the political or policy
realm of the affected communities.
If the requirement of finding an “outside source of supply” is removed and we look within the
Clackamas Basin at options for enhancing the ability to internally move water among the
various providers. There are a number of existing interties the meet this objective, including
major interconnections between Sunrise Water Authority, Oak Lodge Water District, Clackamas
River Water and the South Fork Water Board. In fact, those interconnections were
instrumental in providing water to the South Fork Water Board in the winter of 2012 when their
intake was severely damage by debris at high flows in the river. Emergency supplies were
delivered under operational control that fed water to South Fork on an immediate need basis
with their customers never knowing about the actual emergency event until days after.
The construction of the Lake Owego-Tigard Water Partnership has led to an important
opportunity to create another major intertie among the CRWP members. Lake Oswego
currently owns and operates an intake on the Clackamas River that in turns feeds raw water in
a pipeline that extends beneath the Willamette River to their treatment plant located in the
City of West Linn. The existing raw water pipeline, however, is not large enough to deliver the
desired capacity within the ‘Partnership project’ and a new, larger line has been built as part of
that project. Project plans are to abandon the old line and actually grout large portions in
order to prevent future collapse. That old raw water pipeline, however, could serve as an
important additional intertie among the CRWP members. With minor improvements, that
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pipeline could deliver treated water from the new LOTWP water treatment plant or possibly
even allow for back feed from the city of Portland from an existing interconnection with the city
of Tigard. Even in its used state, this infrastructure is possibly very valuable, particularly in
terms of service during an emergency. A summary of the general alignment of the old Lake
Oswego raw water pipeline is shown in Figure 4.
Figure 4 – Lake Oswego Pipeline Across the Willamette River
Alternate Source- Lake Oswego
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A special study was commissioned by the CRWP to assess the capacity and availability of this
pipeline. The actual intertie pipeline being contemplated is comprised of several components,
a short 24-inch section connecting the plant (yard piping) to the new finished water pipeline,
the old raw water pipeline that extends across the Willamette River into the City of Gladstone,
and Gladstone’s old Raney Well supply line. In putting this pipeline into service, the City of
West Linn has agreed to dedicate (relinquish) the 24-inch section, the City of Lake Oswego
would have to not fill-in (grout) its old raw water pipeline (pending approval from Gladstone),
and the City of Gladstone would have to make available its old Raney Well line, allowing minor
modifications for connection to the existing Lake Oswego raw water pipeline.
In addition, several minor improvements would have to be made including the installation of a
handful of control valves and/or other appurtenances (i.e. fittings, etc.) allowing for the
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operation of the pipeline (both hydraulically and for water quality control), along with short
sections of missing pipe. The entire project could be completed for about $0.5 million and the
resulting pipeline could deliver 4-8 million gallons per day. The benefit-cost of this project is
very high (high value, low cost) because most of the needed infrastructure is already built and
remains in relatively good condition given its age. Preliminary estimates are that the pipeline
could easily remain in possible service for the next 50 years, provided active corrosion control
was continued as part of its regular operation and maintenance.
Option 4 – Local Groundwater and Aquifer Storage and Recovery
Another source of water could come from groundwater. The Sunrise Water Authority has
within its operations existing wells that produce roughly 3.5 mgd peak capacity; however, these
wells are located in the eastern half of the agency’s service area and delivery of water to points
of existing intertie with other agency’s is not readily available. The other groundwater sources
owned and operated by the other members of the CRWP are limited in capacity.
Sunrise, however, also owns an existing permit to maintain and operate an aquifer storage and
recovery (ASR) system, serving as much as 600 million gallons (MG). The system is comprised of
the alluvial aquifer within the lower Troutdale formation that extends beneath the Happy
Valley area northward toward the Columbia River. The permit allows for a maximum of 5 wells
operating at a peak delivery capacity of 7.9 mgd. Currently, there is only one of the five
allowed wells installed, as the system is being tested and developed. Even at full capacity, the
system has obvious supply limitations, offering water for up to 75 days.
The value of this source, however, comes during potential periods of low river flow, wherein instream flow demands would restrict or limit regular municipal water rights (i.e. those ‘junior’ to
the instream demands). It may also provide an important source of emergency supply in the
temporary loss of access to the Clackamas River.
In order for this system to share water to other providers, it would be pumped from the ASR
field through existing transmission mains and allowed to enter either CRW’s system (through its
Mather Road facilities) or the NCCWC (through a pump station and the Valley View Reservoir).
Water could also be moved from the NCCWC to South Fork through a 24-inch intertie known as
“pipeline B.” The system would require the construction of four additional wells (each serving
1,100 gpm) at a cost of around $4M ($0.5M per well plus manifold piping), along with some
limited transmission and control valve improvements totaling around $1.0M. The total costs of
improvements would be around $5M. This option represents a very economical source of
stored water that could be shared among several members of the CRWP.
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Summary
A preliminary investigation was made of various water supply alternatives among the
Clackamas River Water Providers. The focus of the work examined possible source options
outside the Clackamas basin that could provide up to 15-20 mgd of capacity in an emergency
event. The investigation also examined two additional supply options among the providers that
could prove valuable during such an event. A summary of the alternatives investigated is
shown in Table 1.
Table 1: Summary of Alternate Water Supply Options
Primary Source Alternatives
Project
Description
Portland
Pipeline Intertie
(Bull Run and
between Conduit No. 3
Columbia Well Field) or Powell Butte and SE
16-22 mgd
Otty Rd. Facilities;
provide water to CRW
and NCCWC
Willamette River
15-20 mgd

Raw Water Intake;
Pump Station; and
Pipeline; provide raw
water to South Fork (or
NCCWC)
Other Supply Options of Interest
Lake Oswego
Existing pipeline intertie
4-8 mgd
between LO WTP and
NCCWC (Willamette
River undercrossing);
provide water to CRW
and NCCWC
Sunrise ASR
600 MG aquifer storage
7.9 MGD; 600 MG
and recovery system;
provide water to CRW,
NCCWC and South Fork

Pumping
None required;
operate on existing
system pressures

Intake and 500600hp raw water
P/S

Pipeline
Three (3) options:
a. 13,000 feet, 30inch; 16.5 mgd
b. 35,000 feet, 30inch; 18 mgd
c. 30,000 feet, 30inch; 22 mgd
12,500 feet of 30 (or
36) inch;

Cost Estimate
Option:
a. $18M
b. $33M
c. $27M

$24-30M

Use of finished
water P/S at LO
WTP

Existing pipelines;
requires several
new control valves
and appurtenances

$0.5M plus
operation of
active corrosion
control

4 new wells (each
1,100 gpm)

Minor modifications
to pipelines and
valves

$5M

The most feasible source option (15-20 mgd) outside the Clackamas Basin entails construction
of a major intertie with the city of Portland at a nominal cost of about $20M or more. Because
the infrastructure would be intended for use only during an emergency, it makes the
investment relatively expensive in that it would be “stranded” (i.e. not in use) nearly all of the
time. Moreover, water from that source could not readily reach all the members of the CRWP
(especially Lake Oswego and Tigard) and would remain vulnerable to damage during a major
earthquake (as do all the options investigated here). Technically, the benefit/cost ratio of this
alternative may be relatively low. However, if access to the Clackamas River were lost for any
significant period, such a connection would prove invaluable to a number of CRWP members.
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Alternatively, there are a couple of existing important source options that should be considered
among the CRWP members. The first is an existing raw water pipeline planned for
abandonment as part of the Lake Oswego-Tigard Partnership project. This pipeline includes an
important Willamette River undercrossing that could potentially be used to serve water from
the LO WTP to customers of CRW, NCCWC and South Fork. Though the pipeline is 50 years old,
it remains in relatively good condition and would require only limited improvements to make it
operational, provided important sections were donated by the cities of West Linn and
Gladstone. Regardless, the value of this infrastructure is very high and offers an important
potential connection across the Willamette River. At a cost of $0.5-1.0M, it would seem
reasonable that serious consideration be given to preserving this infrastructure for future
supply options.
In addition, Sunrise owns and operates an aquifer storage and recovery (ASR) system that has a
permitted capacity of 600 MG of storage at a peak delivery of just under 8 mgd. Full build out
of the system would require the construction of four (4) additional wells and some limited
transmission improvements. And though water from this source would not readily be available
to Lake Oswego or Tigard, it does offer a potentially important supplemental source to the
other CRWP members. At a cost of $5M, the benefit/cost of this option remains relatively high
owing to the fact it does offer a true emergency source option to the Clackamas River.
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SECTION 1

Planning for the Future
Some History
The last time Sunrise updated its Capital Improvement Plan (CIP) was back in 2004. The agency
was in the midst of preparing for the rapid development of the cities of Happy Valley and
Damascus. The agency had approved $22 million in new revenue bonds targeted at a new
treatment capacity (expansion), storage, and transmission upgrades. This was all part of a 20year CIP that was expected to cost about $260 million for serving a buildout population of more
than 120,000.
A few years thereafter, the housing market plunged and building in the area came to a virtual
halt. And more recently, the city of Damascus has been dissolved and the area within its
boundary returned to rural status as part of Clackamas County. Notwithstanding, the city of
Happy Valley is once again experiencing steady growth, both in new homes and light commercial
business. As it does, the existing delivery system for Sunrise is nearing its capacity and the time
has come to set out a new 20-Year Capital Improvement Plan.

Looking Forward
New construction began its resurgence in 2011. Since that time, Sunrise has experienced a steady
increase in new connections, going from about 50 new connections per year to around 500-600
per year today. Much of the early growth came in the form of revitalized home construction on
properties formerly in bankruptcy and has expanded to new conversion of lands once part of the
rural sections of Happy Valley. The area is also experiencing the expansion of commercial
enterprises, namely food markets, small restaurants, and various retail chains.
Looking forward, comprehensive land use plans set forth a similar pattern of growth, with some
areas reserved for future industry. The various planning numbers that have been published
show a steady prediction of growth over the foreseeable future, climbing as high as about 1,000
new households per year (Metro RLIS data). Those higher predictions were based on a possible
housing boom in the former cities of Damascus and Happy Valley. We’re not likely to see those
high numbers for the several reasons, but most notably the disincorporation of the city of
Damascus.
The more reasonable prediction is likely what is being experienced today. Instead of new
households, Sunrise tracks new connections in terms of ‘Equivalent Residential Units (ERUs).’
An ERU is the defined by the ‘capacity’ related to a standard residential ¾ x 5/8 inch meter. All
other meter sizes are in turn ‘scaled’ by their relative capacity based on equivalent use, as
prescribed by the American Water Works Association (AWWA) standards shown in Table 1
(following page).
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Table 1
Equivalent Residential Units Based on Meter Size
Meter Size (in.)
ERUs
5/8 x 3/4
¾
1
2
4
6
8
10

1
1.5
2.5
8
25
50
80
115

Currently, there are about 16,500 ERUs with the Sunrise service area. Those numbers are
growing by 400-600 new ERUs per year. Hence, over the next 20 years, the agency is expecting
to serve some 8,000-12,000 new ERUs. A summary of those estimated future numbers is shown
in Table 2.
Table 2
20 Year Prediction of Growth (in ERUs)
High
Medium
Low

I

Present
17,100
-

I

2020
19,500
18,600
18,100

2025
22,500
21,400
20,500

2030
26,000
24,400
22,500

2035
29,000
27,100
25,000

Buildout
35,000
32,000
29,000

Table 3
20 Year Prediction of Demand (in million gallons per day)*
Present
2020
2025
2030
2035
Buildout
Average Day
5.3
5.7
6.4
7.3
8.1
9.6
Peak Day
12.2
13.1
14.7
16.8
19.6
22.1
*Based on ‘medium’ growth forecast and peak day equal to 2.3 times average day

I

I

Note, these numbers can change dramatically over time but represent the ‘most reasonable’ case
with the evidence of today.
Moreover, with the recent disincorporation of the city of Damascus, infrastructure development
east of a line represented by SE 190th Avenue becomes restricted by the topography marked by
the Rock Creek basin. Here, gravity sewer is potentially available only west of this line, which
serves as a “natural” barrier to dense housing development to the east. At “full capacity” (or
“build out”), the growth is expected to climb to about 32,000 ERUs (or a peak day demand of 22
mgd).
An illustration of the anticipated growth is shown in the map displayed on the following page.
The ‘dots’ represent projected new housing unit (or ERUs) across the agency’s service area
over the next 20 years.
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Basic Planning Scenario
It’s often said in real estate that ‘location’ matters. Well, that’s probably just as true when
planning infrastructure. Notwithstanding, the other major element is elevation. The geography
of the Sunrise service area is dominated by several prominent hills. Service to these areas requires
the formation of so-called ‘pressure zones,’ created by storage tanks (i.e. reservoirs) which are
served by pump stations and various transmission mains. The water level in each tank in turn
controls the pressure in each zone, which is isolated by a series of valves. Instead of pumping
all the water to the top of each hill and letting it cascade down to customers, the reservoirs in each
zone allow for isolated ‘storage’ used to meet daily customer demands and emergency needs
(such as fire protection). This system is more efficient and provides for better control during
service (especially pressure).
The challenge is that the system is complicated and requires integrated control. Moreover, as
customer demands grow so too does the need for additional storage, pumping and transmission
(pipelines). This infrastructure, however, is not small. In fact, the reservoirs (or tanks) we are
talking about are often sized to hold several million gallons, making them big structures. The
piping and pumping that serve them are also not small – and all of it is very expensive. This all
matters because the future planning of that infrastructure requires it to follow ahead of the
anticipated growth, especially when elevation is also a driving factor. Moreover, the land needed
for these improvements, especially the reservoirs, has yet to be acquired and will be needed long
before the eventual growth it serves gets constructed.
Today, the primary growth is occurring along SE Sunnyside Road and adjacent areas north and
south. The future development is expected to spread out east and west as it moves north and
south along this corridor, while backfilling west to SE 162nd and areas on the east side of Scouters
Mountain. Technically, much of this growth impacts the current pressure zones marked as 6, 9,
10, and Sunridge. Note, the current Sunnyside zone is not shown (between Zone 6 and Sunridge)
because it will be replaced through expanded future coverage by Zone 6 and Sunridge. The
reservoir that now marks the Sunnyside zone is structurally compromised and lacks the
structural integrity (with upgrades) to meet the current seismic standards and must be
demolished in future operations. Plans to replace it are outweighed by required expansions of
Zone 6 and needed upgrades to the Sunridge (storage) zone in the future.
The next 20 years will bring 8,000 – 12,000 new ERUs along this corridor and with it an increase
in demand of 8 million gallons per day or more during peak summer conditions. The agency’s
entire demands will be met by existing source (treatment) capacities at the North Clackamas
County Water Commission’s plant and Clackamas River Water’s plant, each providing up to 10
mgd (and meeting the anticipated 20-year peak day demand of 19-20 mgd). These sources are
also supplemented by local wells which can deliver as much as 3.5 mgd.
Hence, most of the major required improvements involve a series of expansions to storage and
supporting pumping and transmission within Zone 6, followed by a rebuild of the Sunridge zone.
The delivery capacity into Zone 6 will have be increased by 10 mgd. This expansion will be
targeted through the existing connection with CRW off SE 152nd Avenue, requiring significant
pumping and transmission upgrades into that area and then added storage and transmission into
the principal area of growth along the SE 172nd Avenue corridor.
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Along with those improvements in capacity, there will also be targeted replacements of aging or
vulnerable existing infrastructure. Those replacements are needed in order to preserve future
levels of service (prevent untimely disruptions) and improve long-term resiliency to natural
disasters (e.g. Cascadia earthquake). The greatest challenges will be keeping pace with the
growth (cash flow) and ensuring effective service throughout the area, especially as the
development climbs (in elevation) to fill the now vacant surrounding hills. Because there is
limited capacity above 500 feet (elevation), the existing Sunnyside and Sunridge reservoirs will
be kept in service until they absolutely need to be replaced.
A brief summary of the major capital improvement projects includes:
Period 1 (0-5 years): Add second reservoir to Zone 6 and participate in shared new storage with
CRW at its planned reservoir off SE 152nd Avenue. This period also includes a second aquifer
storage and recovery well, bringing the planned ASR storage to 150 MG.
Period 2 (6-10 years): Increase transmission capacity from CRW plant to SE 152nd Avenue and
extend those transmission upgrades north along SE 162nd Avenue and east onto SE Sunnyside
Road into the SE 172nd Avenue corridor. This period also includes a third ASR well, as well as
storage, pumping and related transmission for expanded use of the agency’s non-potable system.
Period 3 (11-15 years): Add a third storage reservoir to Zone 6 and complete related transmission
from SE Sunnyside Road along SE Vogel Road.
Period 4 (16-20 years): Rebuild Sunridge (zone) reservoir and add pumping and transmission
capacity from SE Vogel Road to the new reservoir. Also begin assessing new treatment capacity.
A more detailed description of these projects is outlined in the Section 2.

Cost Basis
The principal planning data include engineering cost estimates for key infrastructure elements:
Storage:

$2-3 per gallon (depending on ground and burial configuration)
*add land cost as needed

Pump Stations*:

< 3000 gpm: $1 million plus equipment
3000 - 5000 gpm: $1.5-2 million plus equipment
> 5000 gpm: $2-3 million plus equipment
*add land cost as needed

Transmission*:

$250 per foot 12-inch ductile iron pipe
$300 per foot 18-inch ductile iron pipe
$350 per foot 24-inch ductile iron pipe
*includes typical pavement and street restoration

Other Projects:

Priced based on engineering estimate
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SECTION 2

Capital Plan
Major Improvement Projects
The anticipated growth over the next 20 years will require a number of major capital
improvement projects to meet the increased demand. The scheduling of projects can be lumped
into four principal 5-year periods, each focused on a specific goal with respect to serving future
needs. The 20-year plan schedules about $76 million of new improvements. The details of those
projects are presented in their respective 5-year periods below.
Period 1 (0-5 years): Expanding Storage in Zone 6 and New Reservoir off SE 152nd Avenue.
The initial 5-year period brings the first of two (or more) projects targeted at expanding storage
in Zone 6. The site of the existing 2.5 MG reservoir (and pump station) for this zone offers room
to build an additional 2-3 MG of storage at the same location. However, the site is situated in a
residential neighborhood and will require special elements to accommodate the necessary
excavation adjacent to the existing homes. Hence, the cost of this facility will likely exceed the
regular estimate for storage but is needed because of immediate demand. The new storage is
expected to go into service during the summer of 2018. The zone is also currently served by
pumping capacity through Pump Stations 11 and 9.
The period also brings a new reservoir off SE 152nd Avenue. This reservoir is a principal project
of Clackamas River Water (CRW) District’s plans to serve water across the river at Carver. Sized
as an 8 MG reservoir, Sunrise may share (or own) as much as 3 MG. The storage in this reservoir
will allow for greater pumping and delivery capacity into the east side of Zone 6 (and eventually
serve a third reservoir for this zone). The timing of the project, however, comes earlier than
potentially needed by Sunrise. That said, the opportunity to share in the construction costs makes
the project viable as planned.
Moreover, the added early capacity may also allow the
construction of the other needed infrastructure to be spread out across a 10-12 year period
(depending on the pace of growth).
This initial 5-year period also schedules the construction of a second aquifer storage and recovery
(ASR) well, along with land acquisition for siting the third reservoir in Zone 6 (possibly near SE
Vogel Lane). The schedule also includes the construction of the remaining primary 18-inch
transmission main along SE 172nd Avenue from the intersection of SE Hemrick Road to the
Multnomah County line. This latter project is anticipated to be completed by developers and
reimbursed under the agency’s System Development Charge credit program.
Period 2 (6-10 years): Increase Transmission Capacity For SE 152nd Avenue Pumping
Sunrise currently takes most of its water from CRW (2.5 mgd) through an existing connection
near SE 152nd Avenue. Future growth along the SE 172nd Avenue (served by Zone 6) will require
this capacity to increase to 10-12 mgd. These improvements include more than 3 miles of added
24-inch transmission main extending all the way back to CRW’s treatment plant, allowing up to
10-12 mgd of additional delivery to Sunrise’s east side. This pipeline will be constructed in two
parts, the first half this period and the remainder in the following period. In addition, new
delivery transmission will be added north along SE 162nd Avenue and then east along SE
Sunnyside Road – this latter pipeline will serve future capacity for a third reservoir in Zone 6 and
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potentially deliveries east of SE 172nd Avenue. The road along SE 162nd Avenue does not
currently exist but there are portions of Sunrise pipeline along this alignment that were
constructed when the new schools were built off SE Rock Creek Blvd. An alternative alignment
for this pipeline would take it from SE 152nd Avenue east along Highway 212 and then north
along SE 172nd Avenue.
The second 5-year period will also schedule the construction of a third aquifer storage and
recovery (ASR) well and the creation of basic storage, pumping and transmission facilities to
begin formally operating the agency’s non-potable (purple pipe) system.
Period 3 (11-15 years): Construct Third Zone 6 Reservoir and Related Service Capacity
By the third 5-year period, the storage in Zone 6 will again have to be expanded, this time on a
site east of SE 172nd Avenue (off SE Vogel Road). This new reservoir will need to be as large as
the other two reservoirs in Zone 6 combined, bringing an additional 4-5 MG. Its location will
depend on finding an appropriate site, which will also preferably be the location of a pump
station serving a new Sunridge reservoir in the future. This final Zone 6 reservoir would be fed
by a new pump station off SE 152nd Avenue (10 mgd capacity) and transmission mains added
along SE 172nd Avenue and SE Vogel Road. It will also require separate expanded transmission
capacity along SE Sunnyside Road from SE 147th Avenue to SE 172nd Avenue. These projects will
be the largest and most costly within the 20-year planning period. Some of their timing will be
set by other road improvements planned by the city of Happy Valley along SE 172nd Avenue and
the extension of SE Sunnyside Road east along SE Vogel Road.
This period also includes the possible construction of a forth aquifer storage and recovery (ASR)
well and related transmission facilities for expanding the agency’s non-potable (purple pipe)
system to its fully licensed capacity.
Period 4 (16-20 years): Construct New Sunridge Reservoir and Related Service Capacity
As we look out farther into the future, say beyond 15 years, there will be a need to improve and
expand delivery capacity on the east side of SE Foster Road (above 500 feet elevation) as well as
rebuild storage out in the former Damascus area. By this time, the Sunnyside Reservoir will need
to be demolished and the storage combined with the Sunridge reservoir. Property exists now
that is owned by Sunrise that would allow for a new reservoir to be built near the existing
Sunridge storage. The added capacity would require new pumping and transmission along SE
Foster Road and east along Highway 212. The site of the third reservoir in Zone 6 (off SE Vogel
Road) built in the previous period would potentially also serve as the site for the new pump
station serving a new Sunridge reservoir.
This period will also exhaust the existing treatment (source) capacities at the NCCWC and
existing CRW treatment plants – this assumes we’ll have fully executed our agreement under the
CRWSC. Preliminary plans would target a rebuild and expansion of the CRW plant – as it has
rights and an existing intake to allow another 10 mgd of capacity to be added to that facility. This
source capacity addition would take both CRW and Sunrise to their planned buildout. Repairs
and rehabilitation of that plant will have to begin before the end of the 20-year period.
The detailed summary of the entire draft 20-year CIP is shown in the attached table.
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Table 4
20-Year Capital Improvement Plan
Improvement Projects
Storage
Reservoir 11
152nd Reservoir
Reservoir 12 (plus land)
Sunridge (50% Replace)

Aquifer Storage & Recovery
ASR 2
ASR 3
ASR 4

Notes
Add to 610 Zone
Share with CRW
Add to 610 Zone
Replace/Expand

Notes
New ASR Well
New ASR Well
New ASR Well

Non-Potable (Purple Pipe) SystemNotes
Storage
Pumping
Transmission

Pumping
PS 152nd
PS Vogel (w/ Res. 12)
PS 15 (Back up power + Pump)
PS 16 (Fire Support Zone 8)

Transmission
172nd Hemrick to County Line
CRW WTP to 152nd Reservoir
Hwy 212: 152nd to 162nd
Hwy 212: 162nd to 172nd
162nd: Hwy 212 to Sunnyside
Sunnyside: 147th to 172nd
172nd: Sunnyside to Vogel
Vogel: 172nd to Reservoir 12
Foster: Vogel PS to Hwy 212
Hwy 212: Foster to Sunridge
System Looping

Treatment
Expand CRW (Pre-Design)
Add NCCWC Membranes

Other
Update CIP

Notes
1200 hp
1200 hp
Add Pump 3
50 hp

Notes
5,000 ft
17,500 ft
4800 ft
3000 ft
5800 ft
7,000 ft
900 ft
4,800 ft
7,500 ft
6,100 ft
15,000 ft

Notes
Add New Capacity
Add New Capacity

ERUs Added
Capacity
3 MG
2 MG
4 MG
3 MG
Subtotals
Capacity
1000 gpm
1000 gpm
1000 gpm
Subtotals
Capacity
1 MG
1500 gpm
10,000 @ 12"
Subtotals

2018-2020
1500
$7,500
$5,000
$1,000
$13,500

Capacity
18"
30"
24"
18"
18"
18"
18"
24"
18"
24"
12"
Subtotals

2031-2035
2750

Beyond

$11,000
$0

$11,000

$3,750
$3,750

$0

$2,500
$2,500
$2,500

$2,500

$2,500
$2,500

$0

$0

$0

$1,500
$1,500
$2,500
$5,500

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$1,000
$8,205

$2,250
$2,150
$1,000
$5,400

$0

Capacity
7000 gpm
7000 gpm
600 gpm
Subtotals

Period
2021-2025
2026-2030
2750
3000

$3,000
$3,000
$300
$350
$650

$150
$3,150

$3,000

$3,000
$1,680
$900
$1,750

$3,250

$1,500

$2,000
$275
$1,680

$750
$2,250

$1,000
$8,330

Capacity
5-10 MGD
2 MGD
Subtotals

$0

$0

$0

$2,500
$1,000
$3,500

Subtotals

$0
$0

$150
$150

$150
$150

$150
$150

Totals

$18,900

$19,630

$24,855

$12,800

$30,000
$30,000

Notes
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Major Replacement Projects
The 20-year plan schedules an additional $28 million in major replacement projects, including:
(1) the removal of targeted cast iron mains or the construction of parallel ductile iron mains; (2)
repair and upgrades of the wells; (3) repair and upgrades of the pump stations; and (4) seismic
upgrades to the reservoirs and transmission mains. The replacement projects also include a
portion (50%) of a new Sunridge Reservoir and removal of nearly 7 miles of class 50 ductile iron
pipe that may be badly damaged by advanced corrosion. These targeted projects are also coupled
with periodic replacement of cast iron pipe, pump stations repairs, and system wide looping
(interconnections).
The problems surrounding the cast iron pipe inventory are well-known. Most of the agency’s
cast iron mains were built in an era where construction was completed in native soil trenches
(and backfill), making the pipe very susceptible to breakage during wet weather and winter
periods. The majority of recorded main breaks have occurred on cast iron pipe and critical
segments must be replaced in order to improve service reliability and reduce vulnerability to
damage. Unfortunately, there is a lot of it. Hence, replacement will be targeted in areas of known
breaks and poor soil conditions, along with critical elements within the distribution network.
Another key element is the periodic repair and replacement of critical mechanical and electrical
parts in the wells and pump stations, including pump motors and controls. These infrastructure
elements drive the delivery of water throughout the agency’s service area and must be repaired
on a regular, scheduled basis.
Moreover, throughout the entire system, emergency preparedness also plays an important role,
especially the anticipation of large, regional scale (Cascadia) earthquake. The agency will have
to examine the vulnerability of its assets to a seismic event and begin to “harden” key elements
in an attempt to minimize future damage (and loss of service). However, the agency’s service
area is large and so too are the miles of pipe that make up the entire distribution system, along
with the many reservoirs and pump stations. Hence, targeted upgrades will be made in order
to reduce seismic vulnerability within a critical “backbone” of the system. This work will be
joined by improved design standards requiring systematic seismic improvements as part of
future development.
Underlying all these projects is the agency’s asset management program. Though evolving, the
program has begun to identify and track periodic maintenance of valves, hydrants and pump
stations, along with the inventory of all assets (including cast iron mains). The program will also
track main breaks and key service failures such as low (or high) pressure, using this information
to help establish priorities for the various renewal and replacement projects.
A summary of the major replacement project planned over the next 20-years is outlined in the
attached table.
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Table 5
Major Replacement Projects
Replacement Projects
Pump Stations
PS 10
PS 3
Mather PS
PS 4
Sunridge PS (Pneumatic)

PS Vogel (New)

Wells
Well 2E
Well 4
Well 5
Well 6
Well 6A

Storage
Reservoir 2
Sunridge (New)

Transmission
Abandon cast iron along 129th
Parallel Cast to Res 4
Parallel Cast PS7 to Res 1
Replace Cast PS4 to Res 4
Replace corroded Class 50 DI pipe
Foster: Vogel PS to HWY 212

Seismic Upgrades
Reservoirs (All) + Seismic Valves
Key Transmission Main

General Replacement
Cast Iron Mains
Pump Stations
System Looping

Capital Improvement Plan

Notes
Repair P1, P2, P3
Repair P1, P2
Repair P1, P2, P3
Repair P1, P2
Upgrade
25% Replace

Notes
Repiar Pump
Repiar Pump
Repiar Pump
Repiar Pump
Repiar Pump

Notes
Demolish
50% Replace

Length (ft)
5,500
1,000
3,000
2,500
35,000

Notes
Harden
Restrain

2018-2020
Capacity (gpm)
3,000
1,000
4,500
1,200
500
4,800
Subtotals
Capacity (gpm)
200
250
500
450
550
Subtotals
Capacity
0.1 MG
3 MG
Subtotals
Capacity (in)
8/6
12"
12"
12"
8"
18"
Subtotals

Period
2021-2025
2026-2030

2031-2035

$300
$150
$500
$200

$125
$125

$700

$500
$500

$200
$200
$600

$0

$0

$0

$0

$3,750
$3,750

$450

$200
$200
$250

$450

$200
$200

$500
$250
$750
$500
$2,000

$2,000

$3,500

$2,000

$500

$0

Subtotals

$150
$150
$300

$1,500
$1,500
$3,000

$1,500
$1,500
$3,000

$1,500
$1,500
$3,000

Subtotals

$500
$300
$250
$1,050

$750
$300
$500
$1,550

$500
$450
$750
$1,700

$750
$300
$500
$1,550

Totals

$5,625

$7,600

$5,900

$8,800

Capacity

Notes
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Sunrise Water Authority is proud to
report that the water supplied to our
customers throughout 2017 met or
exceeded all federal and state drinking
water standards. We continuously strive
to deliver safe, reliable, high quality tap
water to our customers in the most cost
effective manner possible.

The Water You Drink

The Sunrise Water Authority distribution system
consists of over 240 miles of pipe, 15,000 service
connections and meters and innumerable fire
hydrants, valves, back-flow prevention devices,
and pressure reducing valves. Distribution mains
range in size from 6-inches to 8-inches and
deliver water brought into the system by the
transmission portion of the system. The water is
pumped to thirteen different reservoirs scattered
throughout the Sunrise Water Authority territory at
varying elevations. The Sunrise system is a gravity
fed system with water pressure generated by the
drop in elevation from the reservoirs to the point
of use.

The transmission system at Sunrise Water Authority
consists of a series of 12 to 24-inch transmission
mains and seventeen pump stations.
Water is
consistently delivered
to the Sunrise Water
Authority transmission system from the Clackamas
River Water and North Clackamas County Water
Commission treatment plants on the Clackamas
River. Water is also extracted from Sunrise Water
Authority wells located in the Damascus area
during periods of peak water use.

Why am I getting
this report?

The water that Sunrise Water Authority supplies
to its customers undergoes rigorous testing and
monitoring before being delivered to you. This
annual water quality report, required by the 1996
Safe Drinking Water Act, provides information
about the source of your water and what tests
show about it. The data displayed in the tables
contained in this report are the results of tests
performed in 2017.

Sunrise Water Authority is governed by a seven
member Board of Commissioners elected by
zone from the local community. Sunrise Water
Authority serves an area of approximately 21
square miles, encompassing the City of Happy
Valley, the community of Carver, portions of the
City of Damascus and areas in unincorporated
Clackamas County.

~0 ~

-
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2018

Drinking Water
Quality Report

The Sunrise Water Authority Board and Staff
strive to assure our customers receive an
excellent value in water service. We constantly
seek to increase efficiency and reduce costs
in order to keep rates as low as possible.We
take great pride in our dedicated staff of water
professionals. Providing great customer service
is a focus of the organization and the staff lives
that ethic every day.
Public involvement and participation in our
community’s decisions affecting drinking water
are encouraged. Regular monthly board meetings
are scheduled for the fourth Wednesday of each
month at 6:00 PM at 10602 SE 129th Avenue,
Happy Valley, OR 97086. The Public is welcome
to attend. Please check our website at www.
sunrisewater.com for additional information,
Board Agendas, and Meeting Minutes.
10602 SE 129th Avenue
Happy Valley, Oregon 97086
503-761-0220
www.sunrisewater.com

Based on data from the 2017 calendar year

Our Source
The Clackamas River begins at an elevation of 4,909
feet on the western slopes of the Cascade Range
in the Mt. Hood National Forest. Forty seven miles
of the river are federally protected as part of the
National Wild and Scenic Rivers System.
The Clackamas River Watershed drains nearly
940 square miles of forests, mountain meadows,
agricultural land, suburban neighborhoods, and light
industrial areas before meeting with the Willamette
River. More than 300,000 Oregonians rely on the
Clackamas River for high quality drinking water,
hydroelectric power, and outdoor recreation.

Source Water Assessment
The Clackamas River is the primary source of water
distributed by Sunrise Water Authority. A Source
Water Assessment was completed for the Clackamas
River in 2003. This information may be found at
www.sunrisewater.com or by contacting Kim Swan at
503-723-3510 or at kims@clackamasproviders.org.

Sunrise Water Authority (SWA) is committed to
maintaining and protecting the Clackamas River
and maintains a vigorous watershed management
and monitoring program. SWA also participates as
a member of the Clackamas River Water Providers
(CRWP), a coalition of drinking water providers
committed to promoting the health and sustainability
of the Clackamas River Watershed by identifying,
mitigating, and preventing ecosystem degradation
to ensure the delivery of high quality drinking water
to the community. For more information about the
CRWP visit:

http://www.clackamasproviders.org

Stewardship of Resources
Safe, clean water starts at the source. Sunrise is
actively involved in programs and projects to protect
and preserve the watershed and our aquifers. Wise
management of our water resources also pays
dividends in the form of broader environmental
benefits such as cooler streams and increased
biodiversity.

About This Report

In order to ensure that tap water is safe to drink, the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) prescribes regulations that limit the amount of certain contaminants
in water provided by public water systems. The Oregon Health Authority Drinking Water Program is charged with monitoring compliance by water providers in the
state.
All drinking water, including bottled water, may be reasonably expected to contain at least small amounts of some contaminants. The presence of contaminants
does not necessarily indicate that water poses a health risk. For more information about contaminants and potential health effects call the EPA’s Safe Drinking
Water Hotline at 800-426-4791 or visit www.epa.gov/safewater.
The sources of drinking water, both tap and bottled, include surface sources such as rivers, streams, lakes, and reservoirs, and groundwater sources (wells).
As water moves through the ground or over surfaces it dissolves naturally occurring minerals and, in some cases, radioactive material. Water can also pick up
substances resulting from the presence of human or animal activity. Contaminants that may be present in the source water include:
Microbial- such as viruses and bacteria, which may come from sewage treatment plants, septic systems, agricultural livestock operations, pet waste, and
wildlife.
Inorganic- salts and metals, which can occur naturally or result from urban storm runoff, industrial, or domestic wastewater discharges, oil and gas
productions, mining, or farming.
Pesticides and Herbicides- from a variety of sources such as agriculture, stormwater runoff, and residential uses.

Organic Chemicals- both synthetic and volatile, which are by-products of industrial processes and petroleum production, and can also come from gas
stations, urban stormwater runoff, and septic systems.
Radioactive- can be naturally occurring or can be the result of oil and gas production and mining activities.

The tables in this report illustrate the results of our water quality analysis. Every regulated contaminant that was detected
in the water, even in the most minute traces, is listed here. These results were compiled from tests conducted by certified
laboratories for Sunrise Water Authority, the North Clackamas County Water Commission, and Clackamas River Water.
Reading the definitions listed below the table will assist in your understanding of the Water Quality Data.

SAMPLING RESULTS
Contaminant

Unit

MCL

MCLG

Highest
Detected
Level

Range

Major Sources

Violation?

Erosion of natural deposits; Runoff from orchards; Runoff from glass and
electronics production waste

No

Contaminants Detected

at

Wellheads

Inorganic Contaminants

Arsenic (2014)

ppb

10

0

1.5

0-1.5

Fluoride (2014)

ppm

4

4

1.51

0-1.51

Barium (2013)

ppm

2

2

0.020

Lead (2014)

ppb

15

0

Nickel (2013)

ppb

100

Nitrate (as Nitrogen)

ppm

Chromium (2014)

ppb

Combined Radium

pCi/L

Alpha Emitters

Turbidity

pCi/L

ntu

No

0.0030.020

Erosion of natural deposits; discharge from fertilizer and aluminum
factories

Discharge of drilling wastes; Metal refineries; Erosion of natural deposits

No

8

0-8.0

Corrosion of household plumbing systems; Erosion of natural deposits

No

100

1

0-1.0

Erosion of natural deposits

No

10

10

2.2

0-2.2

100

100
0

7.57

0-7.57

5

0

1.43

0-1.43

15

TT

N/A

2

0-2.0

0.95

0.01-0.95
0.1950.361

ppm

10

10

0.361

Barium

ppm

2

2

0.004

Action Level (AL): The concentration of a contaminant which, if
exceeded, triggers treatment or other requirements that a water
system must follow

Haloacetic Acids (HAAs): By-products of the treatment process
that are formed when the disinfectant chlorine combines with
organic matter in the source water. Since chlorine is important
for disinfection, HAAs will be present, but they are monitored
very closely by water utilities.

Parts Per Million (ppm) or Milligrams Per Liter (mg/L): A
measure of the concentration of a substance in a given volume
of water. One part per million corresponds to one penny in
$10,000.
Parts Per Billion (ppb) or Micrograms Per Liter: An even finer
measure of concentration. One part per billion corresponds to
one penny in $10,000,000.

Maximum Contaminant Level (MCL): The highest level of a

0.0020.004

at

No

Discharge from steel & pulp mills; Erosion of natural deposits

No

Erosion of natural deposits

No

Erosion of natural deposits

Contaminants Detected

Nitrate (as Nitrogen)

Picocuries Per Liter (pCi/L): A measure of radioactivity.

Fertilizer run-off; leaching from septic tanks, sewage; Erosion of natural
deposits

Water Treatment Plants

in

Treated Water

No

Soil Runoff

No

Fertilizer run-off; leaching from septic tanks, sewage; Erosion of natural
deposits

No

Discharge of drilling wastes; Meal refineries; Erosion of natural deposits

No

Inorganic Contaminants

Definitions

contaminant that is allowed in drinking water. MCLs are set as
close to the MCLGs as feasible, using the best available treatment
technology.

Maximum Contaminant Level Goal (MCLG): The level of a
contaminant in drinking water below which there is no known
or expected risk to health. MCLGs allow for a margin of safety.

Maximum Residual Disinfectant Level (MRDL): The highest
level of disinfectant allowed in drinking water. There is convincing
evidence that the addition of a disinfectant is necessary for the
control of microbial contaminants.
Maximum Residual Disinfectant Level Goal (MRDLG): The level
of a drinking water disinfectant below which there is no known
or expected risk to health. MRDLGs do not reflect the benefits of
the use of disinfectants to control microbial contaminants.
Nephelometric Turbidity Units (ntu): A measure of particles
in water.
Non-Detect (ND): No level detected.

Total Trihalomethanes (TTHMs): By-products of the treatment
process that are formed when the disinfectant chlorine combines
with organic matter in the source water. Since chlorine is
important for disinfection TTHMs will be present, but they are
monitored very closely by water utilities.
Treatment Technique (TT): A required process intended to
reduce the level of a contaminant in drinking water.

Chlorine: The addition of small amounts of chlorine protects
our customers from disease causing organisms. We are required
by law to add disinfectant in order to meet state and federal
mandates for safe drinking water.
Radon: Radon is a naturally occurring radioactive gas present
in the earth that you cannot see, smell, or taste. The EPA has
not issued a standard for the testing of radon. Sunrise Water
Authority does not currently test for radon. The majority of our
water supply comes from a surface water source, so radon levels
are naturally low as it naturally dissipates into the air.

Cryptosporidium & Giardia

Lead in Drinking Water

The water supplied by Sunrise Water Authority has been tested for lead content and found to be in compliance with
regulations. In the Sunrise system, 37 homes were tested and zero exceeded the action level in 2017.
If present, elevated levels of lead can cause serious health problems, especially for pregnant women and young
children. Lead in drinking water is primarily from materials and components associated with service lines and home
plumbing. Sunrise Water Authority is responsible for providing high quality drinking water, but cannot control the variety
of materials used in plumbing components. When your water has been sitting for several hours you can minimize the
potential for lead exposure by flushing your tap for 30 seconds before using water for drinking or cooking. If you are
concerned about lead in your drinking water, you may wish to have you water tested. Information on lead in drinking
water, testing methods, and steps you can take to minimize exposure is available from the Safe Drinking Water Hotline
at 800-426-4791 or at http://www.epa.gov/safewater/lead.
Homes that are at a higher risk of lead leaching from the plumbing system and fixtures are those built prior to 1985.
If you are concerned about your exposure to lead you can reduce the risk by taking the following actions:
•

Run water for 30 seconds prior to use if water has been unused for more than six hours.

•

Use only cold water for cooking, drinking, and making baby formula. Hot water may leach more metals from your
plumbing system.

•

Use only lead-free solder when making plumbing repairs.

•

Use NSF certified faucets and plumbing fixtures.

Contact NSF International for more information about certified faucets and plumbing fixtures. They can be reached at
877-867-3435, online at www.nsf.org, or by email at info@nsf.org.

Contaminant

Unit

MCL

MCLG

Table

Detected Level

of

Detected Contaminants

Range

in the

AL=1.3

1.3

ND
(90th percentile)

0-0.346

Lead

ppb

AL=15

0

6
(90th percentile)

0-35

36.2
(Highest Locational
Average)

N/A

HAAs (Haloacetic Acids)

ppb

60

N/A

Chlorine

ppm

MRDL=4

MRDLG=4

Violation?

Corrosion of household plumbing systems;
Erosion of natural deposits; leaching from wood
preservatives

No

Corrosion of household plumbing systems;
erosion of natural deposits

No

16.3-46.0

By-product of drinking water disinfection

No

13.0-50.1

By-product of drinking water disinfection

No

0-1.23

Water additive used to control bacteria

No

Disinfection By-Products

80

Some people may be more vulnerable to
contaminants in drinking water than the general
population.
Immunocompromised
persons,
such as persons with cancer undergoing
chemotherapy, persons who have undergone
organ transplants, people with HIV/AIDS or other
immune system disorders, some elderly, and
infants can be particularly at risk from infections.
These people should seek advice about drinking
water from their health care providers. EPA/CDC
guidelines on appropriate means to lessen the
risk of infection by Cryptosporidium and other
microbial contaminants are available from the
Safe Drinking Water Hotline at 800-426-4791.

Inorganic Contaminants

ppm

ppb

A Note to People with Special
Health Concerns

Major Sources

Distribution System

Copper

TTHMs
(Total Trihalomethanes)

Cryptosporidium & Giardia are microscopic organisms
that may cause gastrointestinal disease in some
people, especially individuals with conditions that
affect the immune system. Currently, there is not an
established Maximum Contaminant Level for either of
these organisms. Tests conducted for the Long Term
Enhanced Surface Monitoring Rule 2 in 2017 did not
detect Cryptosporidium in raw water.

35.4
(Highest Locational
Average)
0.63
(Average)

